Video Conferencing
Solutions

Easy, effective, and reliable video solutions
for any meeting space
The modern workplace is all about collaboration. Logitech advanced video conferencing solutions
let teams talk, share files, screens, and whiteboard ideas, making meetings seamless, productive,
and fun.

RightSense™ Technologies
Logitech RightSense™ proactive technologies make better video meetings easy and automatic.
RightSound™ optimises the human voice and enhances conversational clarity, RightSight™
automatically moves the camera and adjusts the zoom so no one gets left out of the picture, and
RightLight™ helps everyone look their best on camera, regardless of lighting conditions. With
RightSense™, video meetings are naturally more beautiful and efficient with no calibration, manual
intervention or support required.

Room Solutions
Designed for rooms of all sizes and certified for, or compatible with, leading video conferencing
platforms including Microsoft Teams, Zoom and Google Meet, Logitech’s solutions include
everything to build the perfect meeting room or collaborative space.

Small Room Solutions*
Logitech Rally Bar Mini and Tap
•
•
•
•

Studio-quality audio and video, motorised pan and tilt, and
AI-driven performance, optimised for small rooms.
Clutter-free cable management and multiple mounting options.
Plug and play with virtually any PC or run supported video
conferencing applications directly on the device with no
computer or laptop required.
Enjoy one touch to join simplicity and wired or wireless sharing
with the Logitech Tap touch controller.

*Also available with Logitech MeetUp

Medium Room Solutions*
Logitech Rally Bar and Tap
•
•
•
•

Brilliant optics, room-filling audio, and AI-driven performance
optimised for midsize rooms.
Clutter-free cable management and multiple mounting options.
Plug and play with virtually any PC or run supported video
conferencing applications directly on the device with no
computer or laptop required.
Enjoy one touch to join simplicity and wired or wireless sharing
with the Logitech Tap touch controller.
*Also available with Logitech Rally

Large Room Solutions
Logitech Rally Plus and Tap
•
•
•

Cinema-quality video, modular powerful audio, and
AI-driven performance optimised for large rooms.
Clutter-free cable management and multiple mounting
options.
Enjoy one touch to join simplicity and wired or wireless
sharing with the Logitech Tap touch controller.

Room Solution Accessories
Tap Table, Riser or Wall Mount
Secure Tap flat to the table, raise the
viewing angle, or mount it on the wall to
conserve space, minimise cabling, and
optimise the user experience.

TV Mount for Video Bars

Wall Mount for Video Bars

Neatly secure Rally Bar Mini or
Rally Bar above or below a TV
or monitor.

Mount Rally Bar Mini or Rally
Bar on the wall for minimal
footprint.

Rally Mic Pod

Modular microphones with
RightSound™ for Rally, Rally
Bar, and Rally Bar Mini.

All Rooms
Logitech Swytch
With an innovative design that maximises compatibility and incorporates
DisplayLink® Plug-and-Display technology, Logitech Swytch offers a
one-cable laptop link to a room’s conference camera and display, making it
easy for teams to meet, present, and stream over any service.

Logitech Rally Camera
Packed with advanced optics and breakthrough technologies, Rally Camera
delivers premium performance in professional meeting spaces of all shapes
and sizes. With whisper-quiet mechanical Pan/Tilt/Zoom, razor-sharp 15X
HD zoom, expansive 90° diagonal field of view, and powerful 4K sensor,
Logitech Rally Camera captures every person in the room with truly
phenomenal video quality.

Logitech Scribe
Designed for whiteboard sharing in the modern workplace, Logitech Scribe
broadcasts content on dry erase boards into video meetings with outstanding
clarity. Together with the whiteboard content camera, Scribe includes a
wireless share button, mounting components, power supply, and category
cables for deployment at scale.

Personal Collaboration Spaces
Logitech Pro Personal Video Collaboration Kit
Logitech’s most advanced Brio webcam matched with
Logitech Zone Wireless Bluetooth® headset enables
exceptional video calls from any personal workspace,
including an open office.

Logitech Zone True Wireless

Logitech Zone Wired Earbuds

Coming
Soon...

Bluetooth earbuds with noise-cancelling
mic, ANC and connects unifying
peripherals with a single USB receiver.

Coming
Soon...

Built for business with embedded
noise-cancelling mic and multiple
connections.

Why work with Nuvias UC for Logitech?
As a leading, high-value, solution led EMEA distributor, our motivation is to make your video
conferencing offering a success. With over 10 years of experience in video interoperability and
deployment, our team can work alongside you to ensure that you’re choosing the right solutions
for your customers’ needs and environments. They’re also on hand to assist at any of the critical
phases in a video project with professional services that include site surveys, installations and
end-user training if required.
Want to know more? Talk to our sales team today to find out more about our full range of Logitech
video conferencing solutions and services.
www.nuvias-uc.com | sales@nuvias-uc.com | +44 (0)1635 225000

